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ABSTRACT
In today’s world, due to technological advancements, the amount of data that is getting generated is
growing rapidly. Enterprises worldwide will need to perform data analytics with these huge data datasets to
make business decisions and stay competitive. Storage of data sets and performing data analytics was
traditionally accomplished using RDBMS (Relational Database Management System). However, RDBMS
would be inefficient and time consuming when performing data analytics on huge data sets. Many
dimensions of big data still present issues in its use and adoption, such as managing the volume, variety,
velocity, veracity, and value, the accuracy, integrity, and semantic interpretation are of greater concern in
clinical application. Hadoop came into existence recently and overcomes the limitations of existing RDBMS by
providing simplified tools for efficient data storage and faster processing times for data analytics. The
purpose of this work is to study different Hadoop functionalities in detail and perform data analytics on a
health care data set using Hadoop. A health care data set comprising of 1.5 million patient records is
considered for the data analysis. Different use cases as to be considered and will perform analytics using
MapReduce, Hive and Pig functionalities of Hadoop.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Data in health care industry is originated from
different sources like clinical data, diagnosis data,
doctor’s
prescription,
electronic
health
records(HER), medical images, etc. collectively all
this data becomes big data in health care industry.
Big data is nothing but the data big in size. Health
Insights Study, states that the worldwide health
care data grew up to 500 petabytes in 2012 and
has been estimated to grow more than 25,000
petabytes by 2020. Big data applies to information
which cannot be processed or analyzed using
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traditional tool and technique. To calculate the
value of the big healthcare data, to deliver the best
evidence based, patient-centric, result oriented
and accountable care. [1] The main characteristics
of big data are volume, velocity, veracity, verity,
Value. Volume indicates the amount of data that
may in Gbs or Tbs or more than that. Velocity is
considered as how fast the data are created and
collected. Verity means how many types of data are
present that may be structured, semi-structured or
unstructured. Veracity means the truthfulness of
data. Value means, how much the data is valuable.
The Big data processing technologies includes
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machine learning percentages determine the
algorithms,
natural
language
processing
algorithms, predictive modelling and other artificial
based techniques. Analysing Big Data will bring
out better outputs for the organizations and will
improve their performance.

Figure 1.1: 6V's of Big Data.

1.
2.
3.
4.

There are various Big Data technologies which
could be put into work. These technologies are
reliable, fast, cost effective and robust. The Big
Data technologies are mostly open sourced. To
name a few; Hadoop, Spark, Cassandra, MongoDB
(Documented oriented database) are amongst the
various technologies which are on the go. Another
important class of application of Big Data in the
healthcare domain includes the Medical Body Area
Networks (MBANs). MBANs enable a continuous
monitoring of patient’s condition by sensing and
transmitting recorded measurements such as
heart rate, electrocardiogram (ECG), body
temperature, respiratory rate, chest sounds, and
blood pressure etc. MBANs will allow:
Real-time and historical monitoring of patient’s
health;
Control of Infection;
Tracking and identification of patients; and
Geo-fencing and vertical alarming.
To manage and analyse such massive MBAN data
from millions of patients in the real-time,
healthcare providing organization will need
upgrade to a highly intelligent and highly secure
ICT infrastructure. [2] These issues can be
managed and analysed by deploying Big Data
technologies in the healthcare systems. Deploying
Big Data analytics with various health IT apps like
HER, EMR (Electronic Medical Records), CDSS
(Clinical Decision Support Systems) and PHR
(Personalized Health Records) etc., will improve the
health systems. Predictive analysis provides the
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ability to make financial and clinical decisions
based on predictions made by the system.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
It is found that developing an HMS that can
alert the pharmacist of the expiry date of drugs at a
given time and handle all departments in the
hospital. The proposed system addresses the
problem of data quality in electronic patient
records using a computerized patient records
report system as an example [1Physicians
extracted five parameters from a traditional free
text report and encoded these parameters thus
producing a computer process able report. The
proposed system is divided into Receptionist’s
module, Doctor’s module and Pharmacist’s
module.
Proposes a Map Reduce Algorithm method, which
is suitable Semi-Structural Data which enhances
the Map Reduce works by breaking the processing
into two phases: the map phase and the reduce
phase[2] . Each phase has key-value pairs as input
and output, the types of which may be chosen by
the programmer. The programmer also specifies
two functions: the map function and the reduce
function.Min Chensuggested that key benefit of the
method came from: 1) The global interdependence
model of EL decisions; 2) The purely collective
nature of the MAP REDUCE algorithm, in which
evidence for related EL decisions could be
reinforced
into
high-probability
decisions.
Experimental results showed that the method
could
achieve
significant
performance
improvement over the traditional EL methods. [9]

Figure 2.1 Graph depicting benefits of Big Data in
Healthcare
Solved problem of data quality in electronic patient
records using a compute-rized patient records
report system. The limitation was only leading for
Semi-structured
data.
And
supports
for
MapReduce Does not support for Apache Hadoop.
Many emergence of massive datasets in a clinical
setting presents both challenges and opportunities
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in data storage and analysis [4]. This so called “big
data” challenges traditional analytic tools and will
increasingly require novel solutions adapted from
other fields. Advances in information and
communication technology present the most viable
solutions to big data analysis in terms of efficiency
and scalability. It is vital those big data solutions
are multithreaded and that data access
approaches be precisely tailored to large volumes of
semi-structured/unstructured
data.
The
MapReduce programming framework uses two
tasks common in functional programming: Map
and Reduce[4]. MapReduce is a new parallel
processing framework and Hadoop is its
open-source implementation on a single computing
node or on clusters. Compared with existing
parallel processing paradigms (e.g. grid computing
and graphical processing unit (GPU)), MapReduce
and Hadoop have two advantages: 1) fault-tolerant
storage resulting in reliable data processing by
replicating the computing tasks, and cloning the
data chunks on different computing nodes across
the computing cluster; 2) high-throughput data
processing via a batch processing Framework and
the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS). Data
are stored in the HDFS and made available to the
slave nodes for computation.The drawback for
existing system is that Does not provide an index
mechanism. And does not support for multi
structure data.

3. It provides the software model for processing
large data sets in parallel
4. It provides YARN (Yet another Resource
Negotiator) framework, for managing, scheduling
and handling the resources from middleware
applications. [12]

Figure 3.1 Architecture used to manage healthcare
data
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR PROCESS OF BIG DATA
ANALYSIS IN HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY

III. TECHNOLOGY USED
Hadoop is the technology considered as an
opensource platform build up by Apache. Hadoop
is written in Java . Doug Cutting, named Hadoop
as a technology by his son's yellow toy elephant .
Hadoop provides storage and distributed process of
cluster computations. MATLAB has now used in
Big Data for diagnosis, dialysis and analysis of
chronic kidney disease datasets. In order to predict
the disease there are many modules of MATLAB
which is used within data mining classification
algorithms.
Prediction
begins
with
the
identification of symptoms and dataset classified
for that in a way to detect the disease. The Hadoop
framework provides four core modules:
1. The inbuilt functions are used by the Hadoop
modules.
2. HDFS : Hadoop Distributed File System, It is a
java based file system, the datas can be expanded
and
can store datas across different machines in an
organization
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Figure 4.1 Hadoop-based system architecture of
medical big data
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Big data analysis has the prospective to change the
method of healthcare suppliers practice cultured
equipment’s to increase awareness from their
clinical and other data repositories and make a
declared conclusion. Big data Healthcare analytics
has five processes: Data Acquisition, Data Storage,
Data Management, Data Analytics, and Data
Visualization & Report. The Figure 5.1 presents the
proposed system for data analysis in healthcare
management. Hive Partitioning Algorithm we can
use. Apache Hive is an ETL and Data warehousing
tool built on top of Hadoop which enables ad-hoc
analysis over structured and semi-structured data.
It makes job easy for performing operations like of:
1. huge datasets
2. Ad-hoc queries
3. Data encapsulation
Apache
Hive
organizes
tables
into
partitions.Partitioning is a way of dividing a table
into related parts based on the values of particular
columns like date, disease occurred, and
department. Partitioning in Hive will allow
distributes execution loadhorizontally.

as earlier loading large amount of data is very
difficult. By using Big data complexity of loading
large amount of data can be reduced. The proposed
tool enables agencies too easily and economically
clean, characterize and analyze the data to identify
actionable patterns and trends. There are various
Big Data handling tools which can provide us
information from unstructured data like medical
data but we choose Hadoop, since it is an open
source and it can handle huge amount of
unstructured data. The information helps us in
improving the different areas within a particular
region. The information can also be helpful in
designing and implementation of healthcare
systems in a particular country. The relative time is
also reduced and measured as 1x for 1 TB and 10
TB of data.Future research can include First, data
security is very important in all data management
systems. On large data processing, operations are
often running remotely in the server or cloud side,
new encryption method is needed to ensure the
data privacy.

V. DATA MANAGEMENT
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